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ABSTRACT 
A method is developed for expanding arbitrary powers of the characteristic 
polynomial of a matrix. The coefficients are expressed in terms of matrix functions 
generalizing those of the permanent and determinant. The expansions have applica- 
tions in probability theory. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULT 
In an earlier note [4] I drew attention to the identity 
(det[Z-ZA]}-‘=l+ ~ziaii+$,&zizj’l~~ zl:)‘+... (1) 
i=l . I,]-1 
where Z=diag(z,... zd), A = { aij} is square d X d, the plus signs + IAl + 
signify permanents, and the series continues indefinitely and converges 
provided the modulus of the largest eigenvalue of ZA is less than unity. 
The purpose of the present note is to develop a similar expansion for 
arbitrary positive or negative powers of the characteristic polynomial 
det[Z - ZA]. It will be shown that the coefficients can again be expressed as 
the sums of certain matrix functions over all symmetrically placed sub- 
matrices built up from the elements of the original matrix. Specifically, we 
make the following definition, where 
a 
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DEFINITION. The a-permanent formed from a k X k matrix A = {a, j} 
is the matrix function 
where the summation is extended over all permutations 
u= {a(l) ... u(k)) 
of the set of indices (1,2,. . . , k), and m(u) denotes the number of distinct 
irreducible cycles of the permutation (I. 
The main result can now be stated as follows. 
THEOREM. For all real (Y, and all d X d square matrices A, 
the series converging whenever the modulus of the maximum eigenvalue of 
ZA is less than unity. 
The case (Y = 1 corresponds to the permanent expansion, and the case 
LY = - 1 to the usual expansion of the characteristic polynomial in determi- 
nants. In this case, as whenever cx is a negative integer, the expansion is 
finite, i.e. is a polynomial in the zi. In all other cases the expansion continues 
indefinitely. 
If A is diagonal, the left hand side (LHS) of (3) reduces to a product of 
negative binomial terms, each with index LY, and the expansion is obvious. 
This remark, together with the application of any similarity transformation 
which reduces ZA to diagonal or more generally triangular form, also serves 
to establish the criterion for convergence. 
2. PROOF 
To verify the general form of the coefficients, it is convenient to set 
Z = zZ (as may be done without loss of generality). We then take as starting 
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point the identity 
{det[Z - Al]} -a= exp{ - alogdet[Z - ZA]} 
=exp{ *Tctr*k]. 
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(4) 
Then, following, e.g. Andrews [l], we express the exponentiated series in 
terms of partitions, where in general from 
we obtain 
(5) 
Here 9, denotes the family of all distinguishable partitions of the set 
{l,%...,k}, 7 is a given member of gk, m(r) is the number of distinct 
subsets, say Y’r,. . . , Ymcrj, of r, and s, is the cardinality of Yr, r = 1,. . . , m(7), 
s,+s,...+s,~,~=k. 
In our application the coefficients h, are given by 
hk=o(k-l)!tr(Ak), 
so that to establish the theorem we have to show that 
0 
i 
i,,...,ik=l 
I a 
aili, . * * ailit 
NT) 
=c ~y”‘(‘)~~r(s,-l)!tr(A’r). (6) 
aiki, * . . 'ikit 
TEP, 
The LHS of this expression may be regarded as a double sum, first over 
the ordered sets of indices, and second over the permutations of those indices 
within the a-permanents. Let us reverse the order of these sums, at the same 
time classifying the permutations which occur, first by the partition T = r(u) 
which determines the number and choice of the elements forming the distinct 
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irreducible cycles of u [note m(a) = m(r)] and then by the particular cycle 
constructed from the elements in the given subset of indices. If a subset of 
the partition, say 9, contains s = JYJ elements, then (s - l)! distinct irre- 
ducible cycles may be constructed from those elements, as the first we 
conventionally hold fixed and the rest may be permuted among themselves. 
For each subset 9, of r, let %, denote the family of all irreducible cycles 
built from the elements of ,Sq, a, denote a general element of vr, and 
s, = ]Y”]. With this notation we may, after some rearrangement, rewrite the 
LHS of (6) in the form 
Thus to complete the proof it will be enough to show that for every 
s= 1,2 ,... 
c 5 a( o;zt,) 1:: u&] =(S--l)!tr(AS). (8) 
oCV, i,,...,i,=l 
To this end consider any particular term in the LH sum, say a11a12u22a21 
in the case s = 4. We may characterize any such term by the set of initial 
indices, here l-l-2-2, which, when acted on by the canonical cycle (1234), 
produce the second set of indices (1-2-2-1) defining the given term. We ask 
how often this term occurs, first as we vary the cycle acting on the initial set 
of indices, and then as we vary the indices themselves. 
If the initial sequence contains j distinct indices, repeatedly respectively 
ri, rs, * * * > rj times (r,+r,+ **a rj = s), the same second sequence will be 
produced by any cycle which merely permutes identical indices, there being 
(ri - l)lr,l . . . rj! such cycles (recall the first element remains conventionally 
fixed). The same product will also recur, albeit with a different ordering of 
the terms, if a cycle is applied which has the effect of interchanging the roles 
of the fixed first index and any one of its later appearances. For example, if 
we interchange the role of the two l’s in the sequence l-l-2-2, we are led to 
the cycle (1342) in place of the basic cycle (1234), and can check that (1342) 
and (1432), as well as (1234) and (1243) all give rise to the term u,,u,~u,u~,. 
This process fails if the initial sequence of indices already contains repeat 
cycles, for then interchanging the roles of the first index and its appearance 
at the beginning of any of the repeat cycles merely reproduces cycles already 
considered. Thus for example the term ~~~a~,, corresponding to the initial set 
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(l-2-1-2), is produced by the cycles (1234) and (1432), the latter arising both 
when we permute the 2’s and when we interchange the 1’s. 
Thus in general the total number of cycles reproducing the given term 
when applied to the initial set of indices is r,!, rs!, . . . , rj!/ t, where t is the 
number of repeat cycles. 
If now we consider the effect of varying the indices, it will be seen that 
exactly the same number of cycles wih be obtained from any initial set 
containing the same number of repetitions of the individual indices as the 
original set. The number of such sets is s!/(r,!,. . . , rj!). Thus the overah 
number of repetitions of the given term is just s!/t, t being the number of 
repeat cycles in the original specification of the indices. 
On the trace side also, any term such as a,ia i2us2u2i can be char- 
acterized by the set l-l-2-2 of first indices, and wih recur once for each 
choice of index as first term (i.e. s times in all), save in the presence of repeat 
cycles, when the original terms are repeated with each cycle and the number 
of occurrences is reduced from s to s/t. Thus 1-2-1-2 produces only two 
terms from the trace, viz. a1sa21u12a21 and ~,,a,,+ siuis, whereas 1-1-2-2- 
arises four times, as a11u12a22a21, ~12~22~21~11~ ~22~21~11~127 and 
u21u llu12u22. Overah, the number of occurrences in the RHS of (8) is 
therefore (s - l)! X s/t = s!/t, the same as for the LHS. 
This completes the proof. 
3. DISCUSSION 
The expansion in the theorem, being linear in powers of a! as well as in 
powers of z, can be extended to any function of the characteristic polynomial 
which can be expressed as a linear combination of positive or negative 
powers of its argument. In particular, if F is a probability distribution for (Y, 
/I [ det I - ZA]} -“dF(cy) 
=l+EziPluii+~CZzi”j 
CF) a,, Uij (F) 
I I 
aji ajj + *“Y 
where 
(F) 
a,, ... 
(F) 
ulk 
akl -*’ ukk 
ik ) 
dik) 
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and p,,, = /(Y”&((u), th e sum being taken over all permutations u as in (2). 
Here the series will converge provided the maximum eigenvalue of ZA has 
modulus less than the radius of convergence of the series Cpkzk. 
Similarly one may consider analytic or meromorphic functions of the 
characteristic polynomial. 
The expansions have applications, in particular, to multivariate binomial 
and negative binomial distributions, whose probability generating functions 
are proportional to expressions of the form {det[Z - ZA]} + (I. For example, 
the class of multivariate negative binomial distributions considered recently 
by Griffiths and Milne [3] is of this form. Further details and other probabil- 
ity applications are given in [5]. 
A particularly lucid account of the original expansion (1) in the context of 
multilinear algebra is given in [2]. We refer to this paper and our original 
note [4] for further background material. 
The proof of the muin theorem is an adaptation of an argument originally 
suggested to me by R. B. Davies. The present paper had its origins in a 
seminar I gave at Cambridge while visiting England on a Royal Society 
grant. Z would like to erpress my gratitude to the individuals and institutions 
concerned for their help and support. 
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